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This bill changes the requirements for matched deposits.

ASISU BYLAWS

ARTICLE IV—FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Section 7—C.E.A.S.A.R. (Club Efforts Are Supplemented and Rewarded) Funding

Clause 3—C.E.A.S.A.R. funding shall be divided into two (2) categories: 1) the initial deposit and 2) matched deposits.

B. All matched funds distributed after the initial deposit shall be based on the ratio determined by the Senate Finance Committee and available student funding in the current year at the end of the C.E.A.S.A.R. Funding Hearing the previous year.

1) When a club deposits fund-raised money into their club account, excluding money raised from donations, they may apply for their funds to be matched. Matched deposit requests must be made on the Matched Deposit Request Form (available online).
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